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Welcome to the Fifth Dimension Bianca Gaia 2011-07-12
Based on her popular workshops in Canada and Europe,
Welcome to the Fifth Dimension is author Diane LeBlanc’s
guide to helping readers recognize and integrate their
multiple dimensions. Through examples, exercises, and
channeled teachings, she shows us how to regain our cocreative power and live each day and moment in a state
of grace. The key, says LeBlanc, is Quintessence, a
self-coaching program that revitalizes the five most
important dimensions of human existence in order to feel
better, recover from disease, and be fully happy. The
book breaks Quintessence into groups of five: the five
energy fields that surround the body, the individual’s
five main ÒSoul families,Ó the five dimensions of the
human brain, and others. The book assesses and draws on
many contemporary schools of thought, as seen in books
like The Law of Attraction, The Power of Now, and The
Celestine Prophecy. It also provides original teachings
channeled from the powerful entity LeBlanc describes as
the "Mother Earth Consciousness," personified as Bianca
Gaia who is LeBlanc’s alter ego. Packed with charts,
diagrams, and illustrations, this compelling book
encourages readers to radically enhance their health and
happiness by opening their minds to this new way of
thinking.
Vrouw zoekt man Melissa Bank 2021-11-05 34 jaar en nog
niet de man van je dromen ontmoet? Jane weet er alles
van. Haar, soms hopeloze, zoektocht naar de ware loopt
uit van de ene teleurstelling in de andere. Liefde,
vertrouwen en seks... het is allemaal zo makkelijk niet,
weet Jane als ervaringsdeskundige. In ‘Vrouw zoekt man’
weet Melissa Bank op ongelooflijk nuchtere, scherpe en
komische wijze het - vaak zo herkenbare - liefdesleven
van Jane te beschrijven. Het boek bestaat uit negen
verhalen waarin je Jane leert kennen van veertienjarig
meisje tot intelligente volwassen vrouw. ‘Vrouw zoekt
man’ heeft zestien weken op de New York Times
bestsellerlijst gestaan. Melissa Bank, geboren in 1961,
is de schrijfster van de bestseller ‘Vrouw zoekt man’,
waar ze in 1993 de Nelson Algren prijs mee won in de
categorie korte verhalen. Ook is ze bekend van de roman
‘Wonderland’, dat inmiddels in meer dan dertig talen te
lezen is. Haar boeken worden ook wel ‘Smart Women’s
Fiction’ genoemd door haar scherpzinnige en komische
blik op het leven van moderne vrouwen in de dertig. Bank
schrijft ook korte verhalen voor meerdere gerenommeerde
Amerikaanse tijdschriften.
Claiming Knowledge Olav Hammer 2021-11-08 This volume
deals with the transformation of unchurched religious
creativity in the late modern West. It analyzes the ways
in which the advance of science, globalization and
individualism have fundamentally reshaped esoteric
religious traditions, from theosophy to the New Age.

This publication has also been published in paperback,
please click here for details.
The Tenth Insight James Redfield 1996 This "experiential
guide," a companion volume to The Tenth Insight,
provides explanations and exercises on such topics as
previous lifetimes, soul groups, birth visions, the use
of dreams and prayers, the afterlife, and the "World
Vision." It is intended to help readers intensify and
expand the exciting knowledge contained in each of the 9
Insights of The Celestine Prophecy. Through detailed
explanations and carefully designed exercises, readers
can uncover further revelations about their family and
partners, and the ways that their past has been a
preparation for the special contribution they can make
to the world. "Most exciting of all, you can explore a
deeper connection with your own personal energy and
divine source."
Spiritual, but not Religious Robert C. Fuller 2001-12-20
Nearly 40% of all Americans have no connection with
organized religion. Yet many of these people, even
though they might never step inside a house of worship,
live profoundly spiritual lives. But what is the nature
and value of unchurched spirituality in America? Is it a
recent phenomenon, a New Age fad that will soon fade, or
a long-standing and essential aspect of the American
experience? In Spiritual But Not Religious, Robert
Fuller offers fascinating answers to these questions. He
shows that alternative spiritual practices have a long
and rich history in America, dating back to the colonial
period, when church membership rarely exceeded 17% and
interest in astrology, numerology, magic, and witchcraft
ran high. Fuller traces such unchurched traditions into
the mid-nineteenth century, when Americans responded
enthusiastically to new philosophies such as
Swedenborgianism, Transcendentalism, and mesmerism,
right up to the current interest in meditation,
channeling, divination, and a host of other
unconventional spiritual practices. Throughout, Fuller
argues that far from the flighty and narcissistic
dilettantes they are often made out to be, unchurched
spiritual seekers embrace a mature and dynamic set of
basic beliefs. They focus on inner sources of
spirituality and on this world rather than the
afterlife; they believe in the accessibility of God and
in the mind's untapped powers; they see a fundamental
unity between science and religion and an equality
between genders and races; and they are more willing to
test their beliefs and change them when they prove
untenable. Timely, sweeping in its scope, and informed
by a clear historical understanding, Spiritual But Not
Religious offers fresh perspective on the growing
numbers of Americans who find their spirituality outside
the church.
The Tenth Insight James Redfield 2009-11-29 The
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adventure that began with The Celestine Prophecy
continues as the action shifts to a wilderness in the
American Southeast where the narrator's friend has
disappeared.
The Tenth Insight James Redfield 1997 In this pocket
edition of the sequel to the Celestine Prophecy, James
Redfield defines and concisely explains the teachings of
The Tenth Insight.
The Tenth Insight James Redfield 1996 Sequel to The
Celestine prophecy.
The Secret Of Shambhala: In Search Of The Eleventh
Insight James Redfield 2014-02-28 In the remote snowcovered mountains near Tibet lies a community long
thought to be a mere myth called Shambhala, or ShangriLa. Here, in this place, is knowledge that has been kept
hidden for centuries, and an insight that can have a
profound impact on the way each of us lives our lives.
Your search for Shambhala begins with the words of a
child and the vision of an old friend. Those slender
clues and a powerful synchronicity will lead to
Kathmandu, Nepal, and then to Lhasa, Tibet. Amid blowing
snows and perilous mountains, you will meet the members
of the secret Tibetan sect that guards mysterious
legends - the verbal instructions handed down for
centuries that describe the inner changes one must
undergo before entering Shambhala. Finally, with Chinese
Agents in pursuit, you will pass through regions where
anger and compassion struggle for ascendancy, and arrive
at a place where the stunning reality about human
prayer-energy - our underdeveloped ability to increase
the synchronicity in our lives and influence what will
happen to us in the future - is revealed. Like James
Redfield's other books, The Secret of Shambhala has a
parable effect. Open yourself to this amazing adventure
and the experience will stretch your world view. It will
also leave you determined to channel your thoughts and
wishes into a dynamic force that can help you to
liberate your life, enhance the lives of others and
actively change the world.
The Musical World of Halim El-Dabh Denise A. Seachrist
2003 Egyptian-born composer Halim El-Dabh has studied
with the giants of 20th-century musical composition and
conducting, including Leopold Stokowski, Irving Fine,
and Leonard Bernstein. In the late 1950s El-Dabh worked
with electronic music pioneers Otto Luening and Vladimir
Ussachevsky at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music
Center. He was commissioned by choreographer and modern
dance innovator Martha Graham to write the music for
Clytemnestra and Lucifer. Although this biography
focuses on his career from his arrival in the US in 1950
to his retirement from the faculty of Kent State
University in 1991, his life in Egypt, its influence on
him musically, and his creative life after retirement is
also covered. In March 2002 El-Dabh presented a concert
of his electronic and electro-acoustic works and three
concerts of his orchestral chamber music in
collaboration with the Bibliotheca Alexandrina String
Orchestra at the Bibliotheca Alexandrina (the famous
Library of Alexandria of antiquity). The accompanying CD
features excerpts of this programme.
Encyclopedia of American Popular Fiction Geoff Hamilton
2010-05-12 Covers contemporary authors and works that
have enjoyed commercial success in the United States but
are typically neglected by more "literary" guides.
Provides high school and college students with
everything they need to know to understand the authors
and works of American popular fiction.
A Spiritual Approach to Parenting Marilyn Barrick 2004
In this perceptive guidebook, Dr. Marilyn Barrick
discusses the Indigo, Crystal and Spirited children,
their mission to help Earth fulfill her divine destiny
and the special challenges to the parents raising these
extraordinary children.
God And The Evolving Universe James Redfield 2011-11-30
From James Redfield, the author of the phenomenal

international bestseller, The Celestine Prophecy, and
Michael Murphy, the author of the bestselling Golf in
the Kingdom, with documentary filmmaker Sylvia Timbers,
comes the story of the past, present and future of human
potential - and a journey that can take contemporary
seekers to the next level of spiritual evolution.
Written with the insight of the The Celestine Prophecy
and representing a unique pairing of global visionaries,
God and the Evolving Universe is a book that deepens our
knowledge of personal growth and shows how each of us
can begin to integrate our extraordinary experiences
into a heightened synchronistic flow - allowing us to
participate consciously in an unfolding evolutionary
adventure. With exercises that readers can use to
develop the abilities they are reading about, God and
the Evolving Universe heightens readers' awareness of
their place in personal/planetary evolution and sets the
stage for actualizing the next level of human potential.
Change Maker Rebecca Austill-Clausen 2016-09-13 When She
Discovered That She Could Communicate with Her Dead
Brother, a World She Never Imagined Opened Up... BOOK OF
THE YEAR FINALIST, Foreword Reviews: Body, Mind & Spirit
Rebecca Austill-Clausen had no psychic or spiritual
experience when she discovered her ability to
communicate with her deceased brother. Doubting her
sanity, and fearing she would lose the respect and
support of her colleagues and her family, she struggled
to mesh her spiritual awakening with the practical
everyday world. But she knew she had to find a way...
Change Maker was written for: Anyone who has lost a
loved one New age explorers of multiple realities of
existence Those who want to believe we live for eternity
Practitioners of energy healing modalities such as Reiki
and meditation Those interested in true after-death
communication experiences Some of the many topics that
Change Maker explores include grief and loss, afterdeath communication, shamanism, crystal energy,
automatic writing, spirit guide communication, past
lives, self-doubt—even adventures with the fairy realm.
It offers tools to help readers successfully communicate
with the spirit world in ways that are safe and
effective. In this book you will discover: How someone
with no psychic or spiritual experience discovered she
could communicate with her deceased brother Suggestions
and advice to illuminate the readers’ own spiritual
journey Multiple validations that demonstrate the afterlife is real and accessible to all Hundreds of related
self-discovery books, organizations, and resources
organized by chapter that help broaden the reader’s
awareness of life Each chapter of Change Maker includes
an original black-and-white illustration by Micki
McAllister, and ends with an “Illumination”—guidance,
suggestions, encouragement, and inspiration for readers
who wish to pursue their own spiritual journey. Order
your copy today and enjoy the best of memoir, self-help,
new-age philosophy, and inspiration.
Best Practice Creativity Peter Cook 1998 The ability to
generate new products and services is emerging as one of
the few sources of competitive advantage. There is no
shortage of books on personal creativity or collections
of creativity techniques. What makes Peter Cook's
approach unique is its strategic perspective. He is
concerned with ways of developing organizations where
creativity is valued and systematically encouraged.
Good Taste, Bad Taste, & Christian Taste Frank Burch
Brown 2003 Christians frequently come into conflict with
themselves and others over such matters as music,
popular culture, and worship style. Yet they usually
lack any theology of art or taste adequate to deal with
aesthetic disputes. In this provocative book, Frank
Burch Brown offers a constructive, ecumenical approach
to artistic taste and aesthetic judgment--a non-elitist
but discriminating theological aesthetics that has teeth
but no fangs. While grounded in history and theory, this
book takes up such practical questions as: How can one
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religious community accommodate a variety of artistic
tastes? What good or harm can be done by importing music
that is worldly in origin into a house of worship? How
can the exercise of taste in the making of art be a
viable (and sometimes advanced) spiritual discipline? In
exploring the complex relation between taste, religious
imagination, and faith, Brown offers a new perspective
on what it means to be spiritual, religious, and indeed
Christian.
The Tenth Insight James Redfield 2013-11-30 Millions
have experienced the nine insights of The Celestine
Prophecy, glimpsed the emerging world view that it
describes and benefitted from its ability to renew our
understanding of life. Now multi-million copy
bestselling author James Redfield introduces us to a new
insight which is emerging: The Tenth Insight. Perfect
for fans of Paulo Coelho and Eckhart Tolle. 'In another
spellbinding adventure tale, James Redfield packs
thrills, suspense and spiritual wisdom into a book you
cannot put down.' -- Brian Weiss, MD, author Many Lives,
Many Masters 'Couldn't put this book down' -- *****
Reader review 'What an amazing book.' -- ***** Reader
review 'A must read again and again.' -- ***** Reader
review 'I have really enjoyed this book. I truly found
it inspirational, the insights that the prophecy unfold
are breath-taking.' -- ***** Reader review 'Lifechanging'-- ***** Reader review
********************************************************
********************************** THE BOOK YOU WISH YOU
HAD READ LONG, LONG AGO... With words that resonate with
our deepest intuitions and illuminate both the world
outside us and within us, James Redfield offers us all,
in The Tenth Insight, a unique, revelatory and
ultimately joyful vision of human spirituality. As you
grasp The Tenth Insight, your memories will expand to
include an understanding of the long expanse of human
history and the special mission we all share to bring
humanity to answer, as never before, the unspoken
questions that loom over all of human experience and in
every human heart: Why are we here? What are we to do?
Where are we going? One that could change your life and perhaps the world.
Brinkman's catalogus van boeken en tijdschriften 2001
With 1901/1910-1956/1960 Repertoium is bound: Brinkman's
Titel-catalohus van de gedurende 1901/1910-1956/1960
(Title varies slightly).
The Journey of a Humbled Heart Jay Alan Goldfarb
2011-04-28 Jay Goldfarb is a modern day philosopher,
professional Life Guide, and motivational speaker who,
as a result of his own extremely intimate spiritual
journey, helps guide others to achieving what Jay calls,
a "Humbled Heart". You have the power to create
absolutely anything you want in your life, including a
life of purpose. Your natural state is one of infinite
abundance. By connecting with your natural state you
will naturally achieve what I call "a Humbled Heart".
"Although we all define it differently and we all go
about finding it in our own very intimate and unique
way; I believe we all have this innate desire to achieve
a Humbled Heart. Simply put, Jay describes a Humbled
Heart as "a deep level of peace and happiness that
touches you at your core. It is the spiritual essence of
who you are". Jay shares his gifts through insightful
concepts and philosophies, as well as providing the
tools and exercises that has helped guide numerous
individuals along their personal journey towards
attaining a deeper level of peace and happiness, and
manifesting the life they were meant to live. Jay shares
this methodology though lectures, seminars, workshops,
and open forum discussions that helps people to empower
their lives with astonishing results. Jay shares very
specific concepts, philosophies, and tools with fun
improvisational exercises that will open your mind and
broaden your perspective. Jay applies his unique
methodology to helping individuals, couples, and groups

achieve, develop, and embrace a deeper level of peace
and happiness, a heightened sense of spiritual
awareness, a better understanding of "self", and
ultimately to manifest a purposeful life. If living the
life you dream about is appealing to you, than this book
is a must read. For more information on services call
Jay at: 513-312-4579. E-mail at:
jay@journeyofahumbledheart.com
www.journeyofahumbledheart.com
Celestine Insights - Limited Edition of Celestine
Prophecy and Tenth Insight James Redfield 2009-09-26
James Redfield's bestselling adventures into
metaphysical mysteries, self-discovery, and spiritual
enlightenment, featuring both The Celestine Prophecy and
The Tenth Insight together in this special edition.
James Redfield's bestselling adventures into
metaphysical mysteries, self-discovery, and spiritual
enlightenment, featuring both The Celestine Prophecy and
The Tenth Insight together in this special edition. You
begin your quest with The Celestine Prophecy, a parable
that reads like a gripping adventure tale. Here you
discover that an ancient Peruvian manuscript has
disappeared. Although few Westerners know of its
existence and a government wants to suppress it, this
precious document contains an important secret: the nine
Insights the human race is predicted to grasp as we
enter an era of true spiritual awareness. To find the
manuscript, you will journey high into the Andes
mountains and into the deepest places of the self. When
the last of the nine Insights is revealed to you, you
will have an exciting new image of human life, and a
positive vision of how we will save this planet, its
creatures and its beauty. But one Insight will still be
missing... Now journey to an old-growth forest deep in
the Appalachian Mountains to continue your adventure in
search of The Tenth Insight. It is a trip that will take
you through portals into other dimensions, to memories
of past experiences and other centuries, to the moment
before our conception and through to the passage of
death and what comes after. And back on Earth, you will
see the fear of the future that is endangering Earth's
spiritual renaissance, and you will struggle to overcome
this fear by exploring the nature of intuition,
synchronicity, and visualization. With words that
resonate with our deepest intuitions and illuminate both
the world outside us and within us, James Redfield
offers us all a unique, revelatory, and ultimately
joyful vision of human spirituality. One that could
change your life-and perhaps the world.
After the New Age Steven H. Propp 2008-12-16 Its 1976,
and Janet Tanhurst is a teenager who feels stifled by
life with her strict mother, and the authoritarian
church she must attend. Once out of high school,
however, Janet is initiated into a fascinating new world
of Astrology, Tarot cards, and Spirit Mediums. Next, she
encounters the mysterious world of UFOs?a bewildering
and sometimes frightening realm encompassing ancient
astronauts, alien abductions, and shadowy government
conspiracies. As the 1980s arrive, the Christiandominated Piscean Age seems to be giving way to a longanticipated Aquarian Age, with its hope for a coming
revolution in higher consciousness. There are new
paradigms in philosophy and science?promoting a
holographic conception of the universe as engaged in a
Cosmic Dance?along with the emergence of an
introspective type of instrumental music known as New
Age. With the help of bookstore owner Whisper Wynn,
Janet investigates subjects such as reincarnation,
quartz crystals, chakras and the human aura, in addition
to an exciting new form of spiritual teaching called
channeling. Following movement leaders including Shirley
MacLaine and Marianne Williamson, studying enigmatic
teachers like G.I. Gurdjieff and Carlos Castaneda, and
inspired by medical doctors such as Deepak Chopra and
Andrew Weil, she learns about Alternative Medicine and
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Holistic Health, as well as traditional health practices
from China, Japan, and India. She assimilates wisdom
from the ancient Celts along with rituals from
contemporary Goddess worshippers, in formulating her own
unique concept of the Divine that is within us all.
Het tiende inzicht James Redfield 2013-10-15 Het tiende
inzicht is de roman die volgt op De Celestijnse belofte
en begint in eeneeuwenoud en ondoordringbaar woud waarin
het bladerdak een ware kathedraal vormt en waar
fonkelende beekjes samenkomen in majestueuze
watervallen. Het is een reis die voert door de poorten
van nieuwe dimensies, langs herinneringen en ervaringen
uit andere eeuwen, van lang voor onze geboorte, langs
het hiernamaals waar de kennis van de menselijke
bestemming wordt bewaard en gekoesterd. Het is een reis
over spirituele wedergeboorte, over de ontdekking van
intuïtie, synchroniciteit en visualisatie.
Self-Help Books Sandra K. Dolby 2010-10-01 Based on a
reading of more than three hundred self-help books,
Sandra K. Dolby examines this remarkably popular genre
to define "self-help" in a way that's compelling to
academics and lay readers alike. Self-Help Books also
offers an interpretation of why these books are so
popular, arguing that they continue the well-established
American penchant for self-education, articulate
problems of daily life and supposed solutions for them,
and present their content in an accessible rather than
arcane form and style. Using methods associated with
folklore studies, Dolby then examines how the genre
makes use of stories, aphorisms, and a worldview that is
at once traditional and contemporary. The overarching
premise of the study is that self-help books, much like
fairy tales, take traditional materials, especially
stories and ideas, and recast them into extended essays
that people happily read, think about, try to apply, and
then set aside when a new embodiment of the genre comes
along.
Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature Bron Taylor
2008-06-10 The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature,
originally published in 2005, is a landmark work in the
burgeoning field of religion and nature. It covers a
vast and interdisciplinary range of material, from
thinkers to religious traditions and beyond, with
clarity and style. Widely praised by reviewers and the
recipient of two reference work awards since its
publication (see www.religionandnature.com/ern), this
new, more affordable version is a must-have book for
anyone interested in the manifold and fascinating links
between religion and nature, in all their many senses.
The Tenth Insight: A Pocket Guide (Storycuts) James
Redfield 2011-12-08 In the Tenth Insight James Redfield
continues the inspirational parable he began in The
Celestine Prophecy, further exploring spirituality,
intuition, synchronicity and visualization - and
illuminating both the world outside us and within us.
Part of the Storycuts series, this is the 'pocket'
edition of The Tenth Insight.
Critical Theory Ethics for Business and Public
Administration David M. Boje 2008-09-01 The purpose of
this book is to develop those ethical traditions. For
example, Horkheimer’s books Eclipse of Reason and
Critique of Instrumental Reason, and his early and now
classic essay Materialism and Morality ask for a
reformation of Kantian ethics. The reform sought is that
categorical imperative in an individualism capitalism
serves to worsen the difference between business ethics
and moral philosophy. That is, it is not enough to try
to be good or ethical as individuals when it is the
systemic processes that must be dealt with. Therefore,
Horkheimer asks that the maxim that would be made
universal be done at the level of people organizing with
others to change the social system that is producing the
unethical behaviors. The book is organized into several
sections. The first section sets the stages, beginning
with a challenge to the field of social responsibility

in business and public administration (Jones, Ten bos, &
Parker have a new book out that is smashing). Then, we
turn to Carr and to Zanettic who each have done critical
theory work in public administration. This is followed
by Heather Hopfl, who edited an issue on ethics of
goodness, and does the kind of writing that makes deep
connections. The next set of chapters make topic
connections: rhizomatics, dialogics of co experience,
story/narrative, and postmodern. The third set of topics
focus on application: technofuturist, international
business, economics, university, environment,
accounting, spirituality, strategy, and ending with
Mills’ work on silence of race/ethnicity in business
(and public administration) ethics writing.
On China’s Cultural Transformation Keping Yu 2015-11-24
Centering on the cultural transformations of China since
late 1970s and covering a diverse of topics in the
field, this collection of articles presents a multidimensional narrative on the dynamics, dilemmas and
characteristics involving this giant process.
The Celestine Prophecy James Redfield 1995 The spiritual
adventure story that sold millions of copies--and
transformed lives across the globe--is now a major movie
tie-in edition.
The Twelfth Insight James Redfield 2011-03-01 From the
author of the mega bestseller The Celestine Prophecy
comes the much-awaited fourth book in the Celestine
series. On 21 December 2012, the Mayan calendar will
end. Many see it as an apocalyptic sign. But is it? In
The Twelfth Insight, the long-awaited fourth book in the
beloved Celestine series, we again follow our Hero and
his close friend Wil. They have just received a portion
of another ancient and mysterious manuscript that
describes a secret approach to spirituality that is
silently arriving in the second decade of the 21st
century. But the manuscript is only available in
fragments. To understand its full meaning for mankind,
our Hero and Wil begin an urgent search to find the
message in its entirety. As they embrace the power of
Synchronicity and begin their search, they are
confronted by powerful political forces and religious
extremists that stand in the way of these spiritual
revelations. Utilising what he calls the 'parable
effect', and based on his own sources, James Redfield
explores the similarities and differences that exist
among the world religions, revealing the essential
messages contained within them that can energise our
experience of spirituality - and produce a new wave of
integrity and reform that can transform our lives and
our world.
Tenth Insight James Redfield 2014-08-21 The adventure
that began with The Celestine Prophecy continues as the
action shifts to a wilderness in the American Southeast
where the narrator's friend has disappeared.
Brinkman's cumulatieve catalogus van boeken 2002 Voorts
een alphabetische lijst van Nederlandsche boeken in
België uitgegeven.
The Celestine Prophecy James Redfield 2018-09-11 THE #1
BESTSELLING PHENOMENON - NOW WITH AN EXPERIENTIAL GUIDE
TO CREATE YOUR OWN CELESTINE PROPHECY EXPERIENCE! You
have never read a book like this before -- a book that
comes along once in a lifetime to change lives forever.
In the rain forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has
been discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights
into life itself -- insights each human being is
predicted to grasp sequentially; one insight, then
another, as we move toward a completely spiritual
culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient wisdom, it tells
you how to make connections among the events happening
in your life right now and lets you see what is going to
happen to you in the years to come. The story it tells
is a gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is
also a guidebook that has the power to crystallize your
perceptions of why you are where you are in life and to
direct your steps with a new energy and optimism as you
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head into tomorrow.
The Celestine Vision James Redfield 2001-04-15 Based on
his personal experiences, the author of"The Celestine
Prophecy" and "The Tenth Insight" shares his vision for-and explains how to achieve--a new era of global peace
and understanding.
The Twelfth Insight James Redfield 2011-02-15 The
Twelfth Insight, the long-awaited fourth book in the
beloved Celestine Series, offers readers new and
profound spiritual wisdom. In this installment of the
Celestine Series, we again follow our Hero and his close
friend Wil, who have just received a portion of another
ancient and mysterious manuscript that describes a
secret approach to spirituality that is silently
arriving in the second decade of the 21st Century. But
the manuscript is only available in fragments. To
understand its full meaning for mankind, our Hero and
Wil begin an urgent search to find the message in its
entirety. As they embrace the power of Synchronicity and
begin their search, they are confronted by powerful
political forces and religious extremists that stand in
the way of these spiritual revelations. Utilizing what
he calls the "parable effect," and based on his own
sources, James Redfield explores the similarities and
differences that exist among the world religions,
revealing the essential messages contained within them
that can energize our experience of spirituality-- and
produce a new wave of integrity and reform that can
transform our lives and our world.
Holding the Vision James Redfield 2011-10-03 The perfect
companion volume for The Tenth Insight, this hands-on
guide was written to help individuals and groups
implement the ideas found in that book. How can the
Tenth Insight Change My Life? The insights found in The
Celestine Prophecy and The Tenth Insight have touched
the lives of many millions of people; they are not
theoretical. When we become aware of how they work,
coincidences and serendipitous encounters increase for
us. As our level of consciousness expands, our vision of
the world is transformed, and we get a glimpse into the
heart of creation. And as we learn how thought and

visualization precede reality, we can begin to harness
them to benefit our own future and the future of the
earth. This book provides detailed explanations and
exercises on Tenth Insight topics: previous lifetimes,
soul groups, birth visions, the use of dreams and
prayers, the afterlife, and the World Vision. It helps
us experience firsthand how our own lives fit into the
eternal cycles... teaches us how to discover our own
personal missions...and reveals how we can all take part
in the ultimately joyful world changes described in The
Tenth Insight.
From Politics Past to Politics Future Alan James Mayne
1999 Surveys the current political situation worldwide
and proposes emergent paradigms.
The Tenth Insight. Holding the Vision James Redfield
1996-10
Het twaalfde inzicht James Redfield 2011-10-07 James
Redfield debuteerde in 1994 met De Celestijnse belofte,
dat tussen 1994 en 1996 onafgebroken in de boekentop-10
stond. Er zijn wereldwijd meer dan 12 miljoen exemplaren
van verkocht en het is in 35 talen uitgebracht. De
verfilming van het boek kwam in 2006. Nu, ruim vijftien
jaar later, is James Redfield terug. De kalender van de
Maya’s eindigt op 21 december 2012. Deze datum wordt
door velen beschouwd als het einde der tijden, maar is
dat wel zo? In Het twaalfde inzicht worden de fragmenten
van een eeuwenoud mysterieus document ontdekt. In een
poging het belang ervan voor het voortbestaan van de
mensheid te ontdekken, barst er in een race tegen de
klok een wereldwijde zoektocht los. Met Het twaalfde
inzicht borduurt James Redfield op spannende en
inspirerende wijze voort op de lessen die uit zijn
vorige bestsellers te trekken zijn, en neemt hij de
lezer mee op een spiritueel avontuur dat niemand
onberoerd zal laten.
La Décima Revelacion James Redfield 1996-05-01 In this
Spanish language edition of his national bestseller,
"The Tenth Insight: Holding the Vision", James Redfield
continues the story of the quest to spread the message
of the discovery of the nine insights first revealed in
"The Celestine Prophecy".
Guide to Psychic Power Rosemary Ellen Guiley 1950-07-10
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